Thank You to
Technology Services Staff
Week Ending June 12, 2015

I haven't taken the chance to thank Samara Rivera-Rangel for the many times I ask for her help and she is
always there. Not just this week but for many times in the past. Many Thanks, Samara! Roland Padilla
I want to Thank the Technicians for helping out at Berry Center for the RRR on the 8th and 9th. Frank Adian
The Customer Care Center received notification Friday afternoon that 6
laptops were needed for a meeting on Monday @ 8:00 am. With team
work from Amanda Medeau, we were able to efficiently test the laptops
for IE9 and wireless settings successfully. Our customer was extremely
happy with the results. Thanks for stepping up to the plate and lending a
hand, Amanda :D
Tammie Bartkowiak, Samara Rivera-Rangel, and Michelle
Campos, thank you for responding quickly to budget questions as
we worked to close the 2014/15 financial period. Communication is
the key! Katie Hernandez

Thanks to Robert Hernandez and Chris Roberts for working
overtime on Friday to support the cabling teams! While other staff
members enjoyed the summer’s first Friday off, Robert and Chris
supported the cabling team’s effort by going the extra mile in an
attempt to gain momentum on this project. -Paula Ross
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Thanks to Oscar Villar for working all weekend preparing
the IP scopes needed for the CyLakes and CyWoods
campus conversion. I am sorry that you had to alter your
personal plans for the weekend in order to get this task
completed!! -Paula Ross
Thanks to both Lance Melancon and Michelle Campos
for finding and installing Microsoft Project on my laptop. I
am now able to read the vendor’s project plans. -Paula
Ross

Greg Rhodes thanks Ken Gibson for jumping in and
helping where ever necessary and without being asked.
He is a great addition to the team.

I do not know what I could ever possibly say to Frank
Adian, because thank you is not enough. Frank has
been so supportive with his staff in every way
possible! Thank you!
-Paula Ross

